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The uses of the Dulmage-Mendelsohn triangularization of a radioactive decay chain’s bipartite
graph in the rapid computation of its pseudospectra, its exponentiation, and the numerical solution
of its Bateman system of depletion equations are briefly discussed.
”First they will say it is all wrong, then that it is unimportant and trivial, and finally that they knew it all along.”
William James.
The instantaneous inventories c(t) of a radioactive decay chain of n nuclides evolve as the first-order Bateman
system1,2,3,4
c˙(t) =Λc(t), (1)
where Λ = (−λiiδi,j +λij(1−δi,j)) is the depletion rate matrix; an off-diagonal entry λij =
∑
k 6=ifi−k,iλi−k i−kδi−k,j
is the production rate of the jth nuclide by the ith radioisotope; fk,i is the fractional decay of the kth radioisotope
to the ith nuclide such that
∑n
i<k+1fk,i= 1, including spontaneous fission; a diagonal entry −λii is the decay rate of
the ith radioisotope, and t is elapsed time. Λ is singular because the chain has at least one zero eigenvalue associated
with a stable end-product. In contrast to the usual preoccupation of numerical linear algebra with nearness to
singularity issues, here the nearer Λ is to singularity the better. The λ’s and f ’s are available in empirical data
compilations5,6,7,8,9 and on the internet10,11,12.
The purpose here is to describe a simple artifice for devising the Dulmage-Mendelsohn (DM) decomposition13 of a
radioactive decay chain’s bipartite graph that renders the depletion rate matrix Λ in triangular form pursuant to the
more rapid computation of its pseudospectra, its exponentiation, and the numerical solution of its Bateman system
of depletion equations. Since graph theory is not normally in the arsenal of scientists and engineers concerned with
nuclear materials the following somewhat prolix and pedestrian account introduces the rudiments of the necessary
background.
In graph-theoretic terms (see14, for example), an n−member decay chain is a planar directed graph (a digraph),
i.e., a set of n nuclides (vertices or nodes) connecting parents (sources) to progenies (sinks) by weighted unidirectional
(ordered) edges, a nexus’ weighting being the fractional production rate λij of a progeny (j) by a source (i) and
which is ordered by virtue of the irreversibility of nuclear decay processes. This is analogous to graphs1 of polyatomic
molecules, especially organic compounds: since an atom can be bonded to at most a few other atoms in compliance
with chemical bonding principles, the graph has a small number of edges, differentially weighted to discriminate
between, say, singly and doubly bonded atoms, and each type of atom has the same label so that the vertices in the
graph are assigned a corresponding chemical symbol.
Visually, decay chains are displayed as node-labeled graphs, i.e., as graphs that have labels (IUPAC symbols and
mass numbers A of nuclides, 234U for instance) associated with each node. Edges are represented as horizontally-across
(non α−decay, for example 234Np→ 234U) or vertically down (α−decay, for example 234U→ 230Th+4He) arrows. Such
a display ensures that in drawing a graph, edge geometric representations never intersect so there is no ambiguity in
the modes of decay of a node and their branching routes nor in the source(s) of the node. Double-headed arrows signify
spontaneous fission to other nuclei (not always known) whose explicit tracking we ignore for the present purposes.
Figure 1 displays the decay chain for mass numbers A = 206-258 of the ICRP 38 data collection5,7. Recall that the
half life t1/2 and decay rate λ of a radionuclide are related by λt1/2 = log2 so that short-lived species decay rapidly
and conversely, but decay chains are flat or hierarchial in the mass numbers of their members and not in their half
lives. Unlike polyatomic molecules with their use of relatively few types of atoms, skeletal structure, and functional
groups, a decay chain’s members are unique and generally it cannot be partitioned into subchains.
Computationally, Λ is the asymmetric adjacency matrix of its decay chain, i.e., a weighted digraph with n vertices
is an n×n matrix Λ, where an entry λij≥0 is the edge weighting from vertex i to j ; node self-loops (Λ is not
acyclic) correspond to diagonal entries −λii≤0; and all the remaining entries are zero. Although decay chains are
1 Introduced by A.C. Brown, MD15 and later mathematized by Cayley16 and Sylvester17.
relatively small (n100) they are sparse, having relatively few nonzero entries because of the nature of radionuclide
decay. So, with the nuclides as nodes it is not possible for any given node in the graph to be connected to more than
just a few neighboring low stride nodes, i.e., these sparse digraphs are not strongly connected (see18, for instance).
Consequently, the depletion rate matrix Λ of a chain is reducible to block-triangular form. Indeed, since Λ is real,
with real eigenvalues, its Schur decomposition (see19, for example) is also real and provides one, albeit expensive,
recipe for its reduction to triangular form, i.e., Λ=USUT , where S is an upper triangular matrix whose eigenvalues
lie along the diagonal and are the same as Λ’s and U is a real unitary matrix. However, because of Λ’s sparsity
and the resultant weak-connectedness of its corresponding digraph, it can be readily written in triangular form via
row and column permutations, as supplied by its Dulmage-Mendelsohn (DM) decomposition13. The bipartite graph
associated with Λ is G(Λ) = (R,C,E), where R= (r1,...,rn) is the set of vertices corresponding to the rows of Λ,
C= (c1,...,cn) is the set of vertices corresponding to the columns of Λ, and for every nonzero entry λij in Λ there is
an edge (ci,rj) in E. The DM transform is a canonical decomposition of the bipartite graph G(Λ)20. One can use
MATLAB’s dmperm builtin function21 to find the row (p) and column (q) permutations that put Λ into upper
triangular form: i.e., Λ(p,q) has a nonzero main diagonal and a triangular structure provided Λ is nonsingular.
However, Λ is singular since a decay chain has at least one stable end-product whose corresponding eigenvalue is zero
and, like all the finite eigenvalues of Λ, it too lies on the diagonal. Since MATLAB’s floating-point arithmetic is IEEE
compliant, one can temporally replace the eigenvalues of stable nuclides by NaNs (the IEEE arithmetic representation
for Not-a-Number), determine the DM decomposition, and subsequently replace all NaNs by zero, an artifice that
is similar to that used by Duff22. Acquiring the DM does not involve arithmetic other than interchanging the order
of rows and columns without propagating NaNs. Being a similarity transformation, the DM decomposition of Λ,
i.e., Λ(p,q) =PΛQT, does not alter its eigenvalues except, perhaps, for how they are sorted along the diagonal and
this requires that the initial condition vector c(0) be also permuted to Qc(0) and that the node labels be rearranged
accordingly. P and Q are unitary; (P)i,j = δp(i),j and similarly for (Q)i,j . Strictly, since a chain’s depletion matrix
is square, P=Q so that the permutation for reordering the nodes is symmetric but we will persist in using Λ(p,q)
to denote the upper triangular transformation of Λ. The eigenvalues of Λ(p,q) lie in the left-half plane along the
the negative real axis R−= (−∞,0], an eigenvalue clustering property referred to as stability, and it will preserve this
real stability radius23,24 when subjected to meaningful perturbations such as experimental uncertainties or revised
recommended values that supersede currently accepted data. Note that Pothen and Fan20 have shown, through an
extension of the DM decomposition, that a more general block-triangular form exists for matrices that are structurally
singular. MATLAB does not exploit this extension. Here we refrain from displaying the bipartite graph associated
with Λ since for the intended audience it is merely a means to an end and besides it is less physical and direct than
a node-labeled digraph while being devoid of aesthetics. Notice, however, that the structural rank of Λ, or what is
known as the maximum traversal or matching in G(Λ), is n less the number of stable end-products in the chain and
is provided by the sprank builtin function. Figure 2 shows the sparsity of Λ and of its DM decomposition as well as
the sparseness of their exponentials for the ICRP 38 chain of Fig. 1. Like the DM of Λ, its exponential is also upper
triangular25,26.
While one can painstakingly triangularize Λ manually, its DM decomposition Λ(p,q) efficiently achieves the same
end and is less error prone. In the presence of a neutron flux φ decay chains can also include transmutations with
which Λ acquires additional entries of the form σφ where σ is the neutron capture cross section of the mutating
nuclide. While this reduces the sparsity of Λ it remains reducible and if its stable end-product is activated it will also
be nonsingular so that use of the artifice involving NaNs is not required in arriving at its DM Λ(p,q). The zero lower
bandwidth of Λ(p,q) has significant computational advantages.
The ε-pseudospectrum of Λ is, among several equivalent descriptions27,28,29, defined in terms of the resolvent
R(z) = (zI−Λ)−1 as
σε(Λ) ={z∈C : ||R(z)||>ε−1}, (2)
for any 0<ε≤εM ||Λ||, where εM is the processor’s relative precision and ‖•‖ is ‖•‖2. The ε-pseudospectrum can
take on a variety of shapes and sizes, depending on Λ. Any z∈C contained in the ε-pseudospectrum of Λ is a so-called
ε-pseudoeigenvalue and since the resolvent in norm becomes unbounded at any of the n distinct eigenvalues of Λ these
ε-pseudoeigenvalues will coincide with the real eigenvalues. The ε-pseudospectrum of Λ might be of use in gauging
the uncertainties30 in decay rates and branching fractions on computed depletion inventories of decay chains. Having
Λ as Λ(p,q) expedites the evaluation of its ε-pseudospectra.
The Bateman propagator of Eq. (1) may be written in Cauchy-Dunford form as
eΛt=
1
2pii
∫
Γ
dz eztR(z), (3)
where Γ is any Bromwich contour in the z−plane that winds from −i∞ in the lower half-plane, around 0, and back
to +i∞ in the upper-half plane so as to enclose the eigenvalues of Λ and R(z) is analytic in a neighborhood of R−
2
but not on it, in other words Eq. (3) is the inverse Laplace transform of R(z) and it can be evaluated easily31, with
an appropriate choice of Γ, and rapidly, by exploiting Λ(p,q)’s upper triangular structure.
Even though eΛt can be evaluated in finite precision floating-point arithmetic it is not strictly necessary but it
is the approach taken in ORIGEN-S 32,33,34,35, a widely used nuclear-facility licensing code. What is required is
c(t) =eΛtc(0), i.e., the operation of the matrix eΛt on the vector c(0) which is precisely the outcome of solving
the Bateman system for c(t) as a first order linear constant coefficient system of ODEs whose jacobian is Λ(p,q)36.
Integrating the IVP in Eq. (1) reduces to a succession of linear algebra problems for the solution at each time step
of size h to a system of simultaneous equations whose coefficient matrix of full rank is I−hΛ(p,q) and whose upper
triangular structure, by virtue of Λ(p,q) in DM form, provides that solution by a fast back substitution.
Finally, the most rewarding use of the DM decomposition is in applications to the sparse reducible matrices that
arise in the discretization of PDEs in their spatial variables and their solution via exponential integrators (see37, for
instance) and in the present context this is most evident in decay chain depletion coupled with chemical speciation
and chain transport (see38, for example). If A is one such matrix the row- F=diag (fii>0) and column-scaling
G=diag (gii>0) real unitary matrices are available through its binormalization39, i .e., A′=FAG. The algorithm
whose pseudocode appears below moves from the a(t) picture to that of Ga′(t) =a(t) from where it formally solves the
evolution equation to get FGa′(t) = eA
′ta′(0) or one can use the numerical inverse Laplace transform technique40,41
to directly evaluate Fa(t) = eA
′tG−1a(0). In any case, interlacing eA
′t by F−1 and G−1 restores it to its undiluted
eAt =F−1eA
′tG−1. An obvious use of Evolution is in studies of activity transport and elimination in geologically-
or physiologically-based multicompartment systems where A is both nonsingular and, perhaps, already binormalized:
A=R−1(Λ−Ω)R, where the chemical retardation factor42 matrix R=diag (1≤ rii=vf/vi<∞) with vf and vi
being the transport fluid and nuclide-specific flow velocities, respectively, and the compartment release rate matrix
Ω=diag(ωii >0 ) contains nuclide-specific elimination rates, but we defer discussion on this here since it is outside the
scope of the paper.

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Algorithm 0.1: Evolution(A,tf ,δt,a,a(0))
comment: Solve the evolution system a˙(t) =Aa(t) given a(0)
local F,G,A′,t
A′←FAG
t← 0
repeat
a← F−1eA′tG−1a(0)
output (a,t)
t← t+δt
until t>tf
exit
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FIG. 1: ICRP 38 uranium decay chain terminating with the stable end-product 206Pb.
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FIG. 2: Sparsity of Λ, eΛ, and their Dulmage-Mendelshon equivalents.
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